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In cancer survival analysis, it is very frequently to

estimate the confidence intervals for survival probabilities.

But this calculation is not commonly involve in most

popular computer packages, or only one methods of

estimation in the packages. In the present paper, we will

describe a microcomputer program for estimating the

confidence intervals o f survival probabilities, when the

survival functions are estimated using Kaplan-Meier

product-limit or life-table method. T h e r e are five

methods of estimation in the program (SPCI), which are

the classical (based on Greenwood's formula of variance

of S(tl)), Rothman-Wiison, arcsin transformation, Iog(-Iog)

transformation, Iogit transformation methods. Two

example analysis are given for testing the performances of

the program running.
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In medical fol low-up studies on cancer or other
chronic diseases, it is very frequently to es t imate the
survival probabi l i t ies , or median survival times at a
specified t i m e t , and also often to es t imate the i r
confidence intervals .! 8 The nonparametric methods
to es t imate the confidence intervals or l imi t s of
survival probabilities wi th censored observat ions have
been developed by many authors .1-8 Afif i , Elashoff
and Lee8 have recently provided a very excellent
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review of methods on the es t imat ion of nonparametric
confidence intervals for survival probabilities.

In this paper, we developed a microcomputer
program for calculat ing the confidence intervals of
survival probabilities, according to the methods of
survival funct ion est imat ion (Kaplan-Meier product-
l im i t or l i fe- table estimator). In the mos t popular
computer packages which have the procedure on
survival analys is , there are only one method or not the
funct ion or procedure to es t imate the confidence
intervals and frequently give the es t imat ions of
standard errors for survival probabilities. In our
program (SPCI) there are five methods of es t imat ing
confidence intervals , except for the two simul taneous
confidence intervals of Hall and Wellner9 and Nair1°
which seldomly used in practice.

In the next sect ion, we will give a short review
on the methods of es t imat ing the confidence intervals
for survival probabilities. Program descript ion in
sect ion 3 . Two examples analysis are presented in
sect ion 4. In sect ion 5 we discuss the performance of
the five methods in es t imat ion of confidence intervals ,
and the resul ts of our two examples.

M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

Consider n individuals in the sample, let S(ti) be
the cumulat ive probabilities of the Kaplan-Meier
product-limit or life-table est imator of S(ti), and Var
[S(ti)] be the variance est imator based on Greenwood
formula] 1 Also let the fol low-up t i m e scales be t~. . . . .
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t m , ZaJ2 be the upper (1-aJ2)th standard normal
quanti le. When S(ti) was est imated by using life-
tab le method, the fol low-up t i m e (tj) was often divided
into several groups or intervals. We will describe it
in detai l later.

Non- trans format ion Methods

Method 1 - Classical method, or Greenwood
confidence intervals: The Greenwood confidence
intervals for S(ti) at the t i m e scale o f i = l , ..., m are

g (ti)_+ Z~2 • 4 Vclr [ S (t0], i:1,2 . . . . . m.

Method 2 - - Rothman-Wilson confidence
intervals: Rothman u proposed an alternative method
for. confidence intervals , also us ing Greenwood's
formula,11 and no transformation. He firs t derive the
so-called 'efti:ctive sample size' as the same way
described by Cutler and Ederer,13 then use the survival
probabil i t ies S(ti) and the 'effective sample size' N' to
construct the confidence intervals provided that N ' S ( t0
has a binomial distribution. The confidence bands
become

N' Z2a2

[ g ( t i ) + - - +Z~2 •
N' + Z2~2 2N'

/ •g (ti).[l- S (td] Z2~2
+ ],

N' 4N' 2

in which, the 'effective sample size" may calculate
from

g (tl) "[1- g (ti)]

Vdtr S (ti)

Trans format ion Methods

The confidence intervals of S ( t i ) may be
constructed by the use o f some large-sample
distributions, such as the arcsin, log(dog) and log i t

t ransformations of the S(ti). According to the papers
of Anderson, Bernstein and Pike,2 Afif i , Elashoff and
Lee,8 and under these transformations the confidence
intervals based on the 'effective sample size' approach
are as fo l lows.

Method 3 - - Arcsin transformation intervals:
The approximate 100(l-a)% confdence intervals are

Z~.2

sin2 {arcsin [ 4 g (ti) l +- }.
4N'

where the N' is as the same of method 2 .
Method 4 - - Log(dog) transformation inter-

vals : The approximate 100(l-a)% confidence intervals
are

where

exp [ -exp (At_Za2 ° B)]

A=log [-log g (tl) ] ,

~/V& ES (tal
B =

g (ti)

^
• [ log S (ti) ].

Method 5 - - Logi t transformation intervals:
U n d e r the log i t t ransformation, it yie ld the lower and
upper intervals for S(ti) of

g (tl) F . g (ti)

(l-F). g (ti)+V (F-I) • g (ti)+l

w h e r e

F = exp [
z~a

q N ' . g (ti) . (1-S( t i )

in which N' is also the same as method 2 .

Progrom Descr ip t ion
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Program and Requirement Output

The program (SPCI .BAS) was writ ten in IBM
personal computer BASIC (version 3.20) language,
and the executable file (SPCI.EXE) was then
generated us ing any IBM personal computer BASIC
compiler program.

The source program consis ts of 150 lines and
the executable f i l e requires about 25 kb of disk storage.
The program can run on any IBM microcomputers or
its compat ib le wi th the version of Disk Operation
System (DOS) 3.20. No special requirement for the
hardware of computer. There are three fixed levels
of intervals in the program, they are 90%, 95% and
99%. If to calculate other levels of confidence
intervals , one can easi ly modify the source program
for adding any other confidence levels .

Input

Table 1 is the screen s ty l e o f the program inpu t ,
the user can select the methods of es t imat ing of
survival probabil i t ies (Kaplan-Meier or Life-table),
and the confidence levels to estimate. The row data
has a fixed file name (KM.DAT or LT.OUT) used by
program. Table 2 i s an example of da ta file
including the r isk number at the each t i m e ti and the
number of failure in time interval (ti, ti+l). The
format of input da ta file mus t be a standard ASCII text
file, only has two columns of r isk and failure number
o f pat ients for Kaplan-Meier est imator o f S(t i) , or
three columns of r i sk , failure and censored number of
pat ients for l i fe- tableest imator o f S(ti).

Table 1. Screen inputs~le o fthe program SPCI

A>SPCI [enter]
Please select:

Kaplan-Meier or Life-table estimator (K or L)? K
Levels of confidence (1-90%, 2-95%, 3-99%)? 2

Running ......

Computat ional resul ts are wri t ten to the fixed
file name of KMCI.OUT or LTCI.OUT (ASCII file),
and automatical ly type the resul ts to the printer by the
program. The output contains the columns of row
data and the approximate ( l - a ) % confidence intervals
est imated from five methods described above.

Table 2. Dataformat or structure o f input f o r Kaplan-Meier
estimator (example)

21 3
17 1
15 t
12 l
11 1
7 1
6 1

Note: If for life-table method, another colur~l of censored
number required

R E S U L T S

In this sect ion we present the analysis of two
examples to illustrate the performances of the program
SPCI with the data taken from medical fol low-up
s tudies .

Data from Clinical Trials (Small Sample Size)

In the clinical trial for investigating the effective
of 6-mercaptopurine (6-MP) in the treatment of
leukemia pat ients conducted by Freireich, et al.,14
some pat ients serving as treatment group and others as
a control . There are 21 pat ients in each group.
Treatment al locat ion of this clinical trial was
randomized. Table 3 display the row data sets on
times of remiss ion of the pat ients .

Table 3. Times o f remissian (weeks)for leukemia patients (from Freireich, et al.)

Treatment (6-MP)
Control group

6~,6,6,6,7,9 +,10",10,11",13,16, 1T,19 , 20 , 22, 23, 25k, 3U, 32+,34,35+
1, 1,2,2,3,4,4,5,5,8,8,8,8, 11, 11, 12, 12, 15, 17,22,23

' censored observat ions
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The Kaplan-Meier produce-l imit method was
used to es t imate the cumulat ive survival probabilities
S(t~) at each special t i m e ti. The Kaplan-Meier
est imator of S(ti) is of the form

n(ti) - d(ti)

g ~<M(ti) = [I [ ],
n(ti)

and its variance of

the month , ha l f of year, etc. can be used as one t i m e
interval. It is well k n o w n that censored survival da ta
can be handled in the life tab le analysis us ing the
adjusted number of r isk to replace the risk number of
pat ients in es t imat ing survival probabilities. In
medical fol low-up s tudies , the censored data include
two parts of pat ients who lost to fol low-up and are still
al ive at the end of fol low-up.

The est imator of l i fe- table method has the form
o f

d(ti)

S E I~ (ti): g ~ ( t i ~ 1- S (ti) g LT(ti): 1-I [ 1-
Y w(td

n(tl)- d(tl) n ( t i ) - - -
2

w h e r e S(ti) is the t i m e poin t est imators of survival
probabilities. Table 4 , 5 show the resul ts of the
Kaplan-Meier est imators of two groups .

Using our program, one can very easi ly to
calculate the confidence intervals for survival
probabilities. Table 6 , 7 are the five resul ts of 95%
confidence intervals for the cumulat ive survival curve
of two patient groups at each t i m e (death t ime) po in t .

Data from Cancer Registry (Large Scale Follow-up
Studies)

In large medical fol low-up s tudies ,especially for
cancer registry the life tab le analysis13 i s an efficient
method for es t imat ing the survival probabil i t ies and its
confidence intervals . The times of fol low-up are
often divided into several groups or intervals ,
frequently us ing year as one time interval . If the
prognosis or survival experience of pat ients is poor,

,

and its variance formula is

ill t-S(t~)SELr(ti) = g ~2

[ 1 - g ( t l ) ] " [ n ( t i ) - - -

w(tl)

]
2

in which the def ini t ion of S(ti) as before.
The sample data is the fol low-up data on male

stomach cancer diagnosed during 1972 to 1976 in
Shanghai Urban collected from Shanghai Cancer
Regis t ry . The closing date i s the end of 1987. The
resul ts of l i fe- table analysis are displayed in Table 8.
Table 9 i s the output of analysis us ing our program
S P C I for this sample data.

Table 4. Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimators for treatment group

Time Risknumber FNlure number Point probabilities Cumulative probabilities Standard errors
i- n (ti) d (ti) s(ti) S(ti) SE(ti)
6- 21 3 0.8571 0.8571 0.0764
7- 17 1 0.9421 0.8075 0.0869

10- 15 1 0.9333 0.7536 0.0963
13- 12 1 0.9167 0.6908 0.1068
16- 11 1 0.9091 0.6280 0.1141
22- 7 1 0.8571 0.5383 0.1282
23- 6 1 0.8333 0.4486 0.1346
Note: The estimators are only for failure times.
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Table 5 . Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimators f o r control group

Time Risknumber Failure number Point probabilities Cumulative probabilities Standard e~ors

i- n(ti) d(ti) s(ti) S(ti) • SE(ti)

1- 21 2 0.9048 0.9048 0.0641

2- 19 2 0.8947 0.8095 0.0857

3- 17 1 0.9412 0.7619 0.0929

4- 16 2 0.8750 0.6667 0.1029

5- 14 2 0.8571 0.5714 0.1080

8- 12 4 0.6667 0.3810 0.1060

11- 8 2 0.7500 0.2857 0.0986

12- 6 2 0.6667 0.1905 0.0857

15- 4 1 0.7500 0.1429 0.0764

17- 3 1 0.6667 0.0952 0.0641

22- 2 1 0.5000 0.0476 0.0465

23- 1 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Note: The same as Table 4

Table 6. Estimators o f95% confidence intervals f o r cumulative survivalprobabilitiesfor treatment group o f Table 4

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5

Time

i- lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper

6- 0.7075 1.0068 0.6639 0.9400 0.8383 0.8750 0.6197 0.9516 0.6386 0.9532

7- 0.6363 0.9771 0.6044 0.9128 0.7795 0.8326 0.5631 0.9228 0.5832 0.9256
10- 0.5641 0.9418 0.5437 0.8808 0.7170 0.7872 0.5032 0.8894 0.5248 0.8937

13- 0.4808 0.8996 0.4738 0.8419 0.6446 0.7340 0.4316 0.8491 0.4556 0.8557

16- 0.4039 0.8510 0.4104 0.7996 0.5746 0.6789 0.3675 0.8049 0.3929 0.8142

22- 0.2865 0.7892 0.3171 0.7432 0.4752 0.5998 0.2678 0.7468 0.2974 0.7618

23- 0.1844 0.7120 0.2393 0.6799 0.3836 0.5137 0.1880 0.6801 0.2185 0.7024

Table 7. Estimators o f95% confidence intervals f o r cumulative sura,ival probabilities.fi~r control group o fTable 5

Method 1

Time

i- lower upper

l-. 0.7792 1.0303

2- 0.6414 0.9775

3- 0.5797 0.9441

4- 0.4650 0.8683

5- 0.3598 0.7831

8- 0.1732 0.5887

11- 0.0925 0.4789

12- 0.0225 0.3584

15- -0.0068 0.2925

17- -0.0303 0.2208

22- -0.0435 0.1387

23- 0.0000 0.0000

Method 2 Method 4 Method 3 Method 5

lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper

0.7225 0.9518 0.8937 0.9153 0.6700 0.9753 0.6887 0.9761

0.6093 0.9140 0.7830 0.8347 0.5689 0.9239 0.5885 0.9266

0.5578 0.8850 0,7281 0.7941 0.5194 0.8933 0.5397 0.8973

0.4617 0.8201 0.6212 0.7107 0.4253 0.8250 0.4467 0.8321

0.3731 0.7476 0,5193 0.6228 0.3380 0.7492 0.3597 0.7599

0.2153 0.5834 0,3327 0.4305 0.1831 0.5778 0.2032 0.5975

0.1464 0.4913 0.2471 0.3259 0.1166 0.4818 0.1343 0.5076

0.0860 0.3907 0.1653 0.2170 0.0595 0.3774 0.0734 0.4115

0.0600 0.3361 0.1250 0.1617 0.0357 0.3212 0.0468 0.3614

0.0382 0.2775 0.0847 0.1063 0.0163 0.2613 0.0239 0.3113

0.0228 0.2123 0.0436 0.0518 0.0033 0.1970 0.0067 0.2714

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 8 . Results o f life-table analysis offollow-up data on male stomach cancer diagnosed

during 1972 to 1976 in Shanghia Urban

Time (year)
i-

Risk
n o .

n(ti)

Failure censored A~usted Interval probabilities Cumul~ive probabilities

no. no. no. S(ti) S(ti)

d(ti) w(t0 n'(ti)
3125 1 8286.5 0.62288 0.62288
2857 0 5161.0 0.44643 0.27807

843 1 2303.5 0.63404 0.17631
379 0 1460.0 0.74041 0.13054

186 0 1081.0 0.82794 0.10808
122 0 895.0 0.86369 0.09335
89 0 773.0 0.88486 0.08260

57 1 683.5 0.91661 0.07571
38 0 626.0 0.93930 0.07111
28 1 587.5 0.95234 0.06772

0- 8287
l- 5161

2 - 2304
3- 1460
4- 1081

5- 895
6- 773
7- 684

8- 626
9- 588

Note: The standard errors are not listed.

Table 9. Results o f95% confidence intervals fi)r survival o fmale stomach cancer diagnosed
during 1972 to 1976 in Shanghai Urban

Method 1
Time

i- lower upper

0- 0.6124 0.6333

1- 0.2684 0.2877
2- 0.1681 0.1845
3- 0.1233 0.1378
4- 0.1014 0.1148
5- 0.0871 0.0996

6- 0.0767 0.0885
7- 0.0700 0.0814
8- 0.0656 0.0766
9- 0.0623 0.0731

Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Method 5

lower upper lower upper lower upper lower upper

0.6184 0.6333 0.6204 0.6253 0.6123 0.6332 0.6124 0.6333
0.2685 0.2878 0.2761 0.2800 0.2685 0.2878 0.2685 0.2878
0.1683 0.1847 0.175l 0.1775 0.1682 0.1846 0.1682 0.1847

0.1235 0.1380 0.1297 0.1314 0.1234 0.1379 0.1235 0.1380
0.1016 0.1149 0.1074 0.1087 0.1015 0.1149 0.1016 0.1149
0.0873 0.0998 0.0928 0.0939 0.0872 0.0997 0.0873 0.0998
0.0769 0.0887 0.0821 0.0830 0.0768 0.0887 0.0769 0.0887
0.0702 0 . 0 8 1 6 ' 0 . 0 7 5 3 0.0761 0.0701 0.0815 0.0702 0.0816

0.0658 0.0768 0.0707 0.0715 0.0657 0.0768 0.0658 0.0769
0.0625 0.0733 0.0674 0.0681 0.0624 0.0733 0.0625 0.0733

D I S C U S S I O N

T o estimate the confidence intervals (limits or
bands) for survival probabilities is commonly used in
data analysis from medical follow-up studies. But
there are only one method or not the function of the

interval estimation o f survival rates in most computer
software or package w h i c h have the procedure on
survival analysis. Our program SPCI is a simple
microcomputer program in B A S I C for calculating the

intervals for survival probabilities, including five
methods o f estimation.

Several authors have investigated the behaviour
o f the methods for estimating the intervals o f survival
probabilities. Their simulation results indicate that
when the number o f sample size or observed events

(deaths) increase, all the methods o f computing
confidence intervals behave well at the value o f S(ti)
g i v e n in the simulation studies. A s indicated by
these authors, methods 2 , 4 and 5 give consistently
better performances than do the methods 1 and 3 ,

particularly for method 1. Methods 2 , 4 and 5 are
similar in terms o f their coverage probabilities in small
samples, but the coverage probabilities for method 1 is
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too wide and lbr method 3 is narrow.
In the first example o f our analysis, the sample

size is 42 , and each group has 21 patients A s a
small scale sample clinical trial it is used in our
example. The results o f 95% confidence intervals

u s i n g methods 2 , 4 and 5 are very similar. "lhe b a n d s
u s i n g method I are wide ly large, and some o f the

intervals exceed 1.0 or is negative value. These
results are not we expected. The b a n d s u s i n g method
3 are too narrow than that o f other methods. For a

large sample follow-up study o f our second example,
the results o f method 1 are too closer to the that o f
method 2 , 4 and 5 . but the results from method 3 also
has narrow coverage probabilities.

From our experience in estimating the
confidence intervals tbr survival probabilities, we
recommend that one can use one of methods 2,4~ and
5 to calculating the intervals in medical lbllow-up

studies from small to large sample size.

Program Avai labi l i ty: The program SPCI is available
on a standard 5-inch (360 kb or 1.2M) or 3.5-inch

(1.44 M)double-sided, Ibrmatted diskette. Copies o f
executable program or source list will be provided on
request.
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